HyperActive Cleaning Technologies
Statement of the President
As the President of HyperActive Cleaning Technologies, let me first assure you, that my highly trained
staff shall always demonstrate an expert experience level, from a carpet cleaning service to the
challenging, demanding, and lucrative detail services. Some of our specific areas of our detailing
expertise include Limousine Fleet Vehicles, Funeral Home Fleet Vehicles, Auto Dealerships, Marine
Craft, & all different sizes of aircraft!
By applying the principles, morals, and Christian values that I was taught as a child, and as I honed my
skills and talents though the following years, I have always held my passions close to my heart, built our
company on both honesty & integrity, & committed to faithfully delivering a superior level of attention to
every detail. I appreciate the importance of having superior skills, advanced training, a loving care for
details, a sound work ethic, and an unwavering respect for each client, craft, or vehicle that I am granted
the privilege to serve. I strive to exemplify each of these through each venture that HCT shall takes on,
and to the attention required within the cleaning & detailing industry.
After over 20 years in the business, my personal level of experience has certainly increased
dramatically, skills have significantly improved, and my overall knowledge has become more welldefined. I have the privilege of training our employees, & directly working with those employees as well.
I feel that a team environment significantly benefits our company, & therefore benefits our clients. I
eagerly study ways that HCT can better achieve the desired results for each of our clients. We fervently
pursue the most effective techniques, higher quality product lines, competitive pricing, and the most
advanced equipment available in the industry. I promise to continue to encourage superior results
through every service that HCT provides. As our company motto clearly states, “There is no such thing
as a small detail.”
I firmly believe that, no matter the level of difficulty of any particular job, every single detail is a defining
attribute of a successful cleaning & detailing operation.

We love all that we do, and it shows in the shine!
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